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EDUCATION AND PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OP NUCLEAR POW2R PLANTS

I shall present nothing new here; instead I will review a series

of facts and hope that some of them may give food for thought and perhaps

action.

The current environmental debate entered the international arena in

the late 1960s when the public of highly industrialized countries was

increasingly being confronted with the undesirable impacts of technology

and economic activity — polluted air and water, degraded urban and

rural conditions, noise and congestion. Nuclear power soon became a

prime target for frustrated emotions and the so—called "nuclear contro-

versy" started.

But, although dealing with highly technological items, is it really

a scientific debate or controversy?

Ro, because the role of scientists in this public debate* has changed

from the primary role which is the use of the scientist's expert status

to give authoritative evaluations on technical and scientific aspects of

a question to a secondary one which has been that of employing the

scientist's specialized knowledge for social considerations.

This.is particularly evident in the nuclear controversy where scientists

are presented as experts for another field of knowledge than their own

and where statements such as "We are not all experts in the field of

nuclear energy, but we do not recognize that we must therefore remain

silent on an issue of great social and economic importance," ' are

usually made.

The French ocean explorer Cousteau calls on people to stop land-based

nuclear stations in the United States, Commoner (a biologist) testifies

before the US Congress on Nuclear Economics, Gofnian (radiation effects)

and Kendall (high-energy physicist) judge the engineerir^ facts of

Easnrassenf and Watson (genetics)stands as a witness of nuclear accidents.

l/ Excerpt from "Declaration of 23 Participants of the International
School of Physics 3nrico Fermi" at Varenna, 1977.
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Nobel-Prize winners are enrolled for or against nuclear power:

usually Dr. Kännes Alfven, Nobel Prize Winner in Physics, is quoted

as saying: "lio acts of God can be permitted" which leaves the public

with the false impression that reactor designers have not reckoned

with "acts of God". On the other side, ten Hobel-Prize winners in the

US "can see no reasonable alternative to an increased use of nuclear
2/

power to satisfy our energy needs". '

Scientists who sign appeals are certainly able to make a/competent

'professional judgement"in their particular scientific field but their

statements regarding problems of a different specialisation on the other

hand can only represent a personal opinion which cannot be promoted to

the rank of a scientific expert opinion.

Is the nuclear debate then a technical one beti-jeen experts? The

answer is: very rarely, because very few arguments of the opposition

have followed the pattern of the net energy theory, for instance,which

had its own moment of glory, that is one of constant repetition by the

media four years ago. This controversy has meanwhile been settled:

on a technical basis. In 1974« the Englishman P. Chapman' published

an article in which he calculated that, making certain assumptions,

during an exceptionally rapid expansion of nuclear energy, in the con-

struction of the nuclear power stations and for their fuel cycle, more

energy would have to be used than would be gained as a result. The net

energy balance of nuclear power stations was thereupon studied by

various groups.' The results agreed that to—day's light water reactors

would generate within the first 2 to 3 months of their opération as much

energy as had been invested in then!. In a further publication ai the

end of 1975i Chapman acknowledges the correctness of the study results

quoted ' and this put an end to this controversy. In the nuclear contro-

versy this case — whiôh follows the usual scientific approach of publi-

cations reviewed by peers - and admission of error is an exception to the rile.

2/ Statement published by 10 Kobel Prize Winners in the US on Energy
Policy, January 1975.

3/ P. Chapman: The Ins and Outs of Nuclear Power, The Kew Scientist,
19 December 1974-

4/ G. Xolb, ?. I.'iehaus, St. ?.ath-."agel, A. Voss: Der Energieaufwand
för den Bau and Betrieb von Kernkraftwerken, Jü-1230, :C?A Jiilich,
August 1975.

5/ J.P. Charpentier: Towards a 3etter Understanding of Energy Cor.sviDptio-i.
Workshop on "nergy Dsaand, 22-?3 ;iay 1975, TIASA, Laxenburg, Austria.

0/ F. Chap?.an: Per and Affinst ¡îuclear Fc:;-3r, The J.'ew Scientist
16 October 1975.
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Since then several of the older arguments against nuclear have been '

partly shelved - thermal pollution, ECCs, reactor safety. It is perhaps

curious how emphasis in the debate has changed. At one point nuclear

power was clearly the nain bone of contention - indeed: one spoke then

of "the Nuclear Deba.te". Now, however, the accent has switched to the

broad energy mix, and the main nuclear issues focus upon breeders, waste

disposal and proliferation and future energy needs of society.

If it is not a scientific or a technical controversy, it is certainly

today a major socio—philosophical controversy between industry and the

public, aggravated by a lack of understanding due partly to the

specialized terminology and to the present public distrust towards some

of the institutions experts represent. The attack is on the industrial

society, exemplified by the central generation of electricity and nuclear

power is the prime target. This was not the case in the early sixties,

when the ant i—miele? r movement started in the United States. Long before

the leaders of today's anti-nuclear movements began publishing scare

stories about what would happen if ounces of plutonium escaped during a

non—credible nuclear reactor accident, the nuclear scientists themselves

were worrying about atmospheric weapon tests which dumpeà six tons of

plutonium into the air, half of which is still settling to earth as fine

dust today.

A second phase of the movement covers tha early 70s to 1976» when

the peak was reached, this was an anti-nuclear reactor period and a noted

change took place in the membership of anti-nuclear g.»->ups. This was

the time for lawyers and full-time publicists to arrive on the scene.

The nuclear licensing process as such and court actions by the opposition

has been described by a Boston attorney as "a full-employment bill for

To-day, in a third phase, it is no longer scientists or lawyers

themselves or even technically trained people - the new critics are a

collusion of political activists and people who describe themselves as

"enlightened people who care". Nuclear powar plants are no longer the

only target. In self-criticism the movement "3nvironraental Action"

7/ Peter Stolars The Irrational Fight Against Nuclear Power,
Time, September ?5, 1973.
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calls for a new alliance in these words: "Failure to assemble broad

coalitions today will make it much more difficult to organize tomorrow

for jobs and against recombinant-DNA, laser and other sophisticated

weaponry, behaviour modification, complex industrial chemistry and

future solutions tiroposed by scientists and governments labouring the
' 8/

service of business and industry." '

Nuclear opposition groups now fight no longer only for the protection

of human life and nature, but show inclinations towards religious, or

on the other extreme, more activist (terrorist) aims. There are names

such as "liew Directions", "New World Liberation Front", "Another Mother

for Peace", "Mobilization for Survival" in the United States. This last

group, called "mobe" for short, has four aims, characteristic also of

others:

à) zero nuclear weapons
b) ban nuclear
c) stop the arms race
d) fund hunan needs.

With seme delay the course of events in the US has been followed

mutatis mutandis in most industrialized countries with nuclear power

programmes. Yet - over time and geographic location - one can notice

certain changes in the ranks of the anti—nuclear critics.

In Austria an appeal is made by "Mothers against Nuclear Energy"

and opposition against the Lemoniz nuclear power plant in Spain is

mounting among Basque followers of the more violent ETA.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the Bundesverband Bürgerinitiativen

Umweltschutz (33*J) claimed to be the fourth" largest political party in

' 1977- The small 33U executive board of only about 50 persons - most of

them occupying leading positions in several associations which they

themselves help to set up - appear in different roles whenever there is

a possibility, approved the following action programme:

— disrupt the transport of uranium;
— hold protest rallies;
— refuse the payment of electricity bills;
— publish a list of companies with stakes

in nuclear power.

8/ K. Peter Metzger: The Anti-I.'uclear Critics: '-/here They Are Coming
Prom and Vlhere They Are Ooing, AIF meeting, LOE Angeles,
21-2., February 1973.

£
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This programme may have been too aggressive for the passive

i for the BBU soon experienced sp l i t s in i t s ranks, the chair-

nan resigned and in 1978 various of the public interest groups were

absorbed in more pol i t ica l "Green Lis ts" .

XV"

Delaying tactics which started in the US have become one of the

most favoured instruments used ~by the opposition in OECD countries. In

his latest boolc ' Ralph Hader recommends legal delays as "the most

expeditious route to limiting nuclear power"... Delays, some of them

merely obstructionist, have stretched completion time of a nuclear plant

to ten to twelve years. In the US, present regulatory machinery

recuires more than 40 local, state and federal permits from as many as

50 regulatory agencies for a single nuclear plant.

The result of this ODposition has been that in some countries

governments, although elacted in democratic ways, have been hampered

by these small groups to introduce major technological innovations in

the society: "even if nuclear power were clean, safe, economic, assured

of ample fuel, and socially benign per se, it would still be unattractive

because of the political implications of the kind of energy economy it

would lock us into," says Mr. Lovins. '

Just how widely these new ideas are shared is not exactly known,

but those who espouse them are very adamant and vociferous, have excellent

access to the news media and exercise at least in two or throe western

countries political influence. Certainly one of the underlying reasons

for the reaction lies in the conscious or unconscious association in

most people's minds between the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and the

atom bono. ' Tue psychological "Angst", the fear of any new technology

and the over-dramatization of future environmental havocs seem to be

growing parallel to the increasing pace of technological development.

Those anti-nuclear philosophies have also become clothed in the good

reputations of the adopting organizations, ths best example baing involve-

ment of various churches. It started with the resolution of the US

9/ r-.ilph Kaders The M«nace of the Atomic Age, W.W.I.'orton & Co.," N.York, 197?.

10/ i.ir.-ry Lovins: 3ner£;y Strategy: The Boad not Taken, Foreign Affairs,
October 1976.

11/ "'.¡0 Heport: I-'ental Health Implications of Nuclear Energy,
W'rld Health Organization, 1957.
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National Council of Churches opposing the so-called plutonium economy".

Yet, the Lutheran Council of the US, early in 1976» declared that

any decision rejecting;nuclear power would need to consider the morality

of using a limited supply of fossil fuels to produce electricity, and the
12/ .-,-•-.

World Council of Churches, 'demands that if there is no viable alternative

to nuclear energy today, its social implications must be examined. In

1979 the World Council will hold a worldwide conference on "Faith, Science

and the Future."

Msanwhile the Protestant Church in the Federal Republic of Germany

is questioning the exorbitant costs of nuclear power 'and the Catholic

Church in Austria established an "ethical commission" for questions on

nuclear power, maintaining that the decision to start a reactor has

ethical and moral implications, although Cardinal König stated that

technical questions should be left to the experts.

A recent risk assessment study in Austria showed that differences in

attitudes of people pro or con nuclear power are mainly due to

different beliefs about the environmental impact of nuclear power and

about its benefits. ' However, another survey on French attitudes shows

that it is because people are pro or con that they acquire beliefs about

the costs and benefits of nuclear energy. '

The fear of change is an inherent one to the huirán being and to

established social structures — the impact of Brunelleschi's cupola was

discussed for over $0 years by the Florentines, and if one reads what

was said about trains in the l8¿0s or about electricity at the turn of

the century, there are great similarities to today's horror stories

.about nuclear energy.

It is important to put this spreading emotional' and basic fear of

technological risk in a historical perspective:

13/

14/

15/

World Council of Churches Report: Bnergy for a Just and Sustainable
Society, July 197Ó.

Nuclear Debate and the Church, May 1977.

Joint IASA/ÏIASA Research Project on Hisk Assessment.

J«P» PasjpSf íí.Beehoux, 3.de Sesmaisons: Résuma d'une étude effectuée s-,
la direction des études et recherches (3d?) sur le nucléaire considéré
coaxe thème d'expression, Centre d'3tudes liucléaires de Fonte/iay-aux-?;
September 197«.

ec
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75 I a r s as0» *he major insecticide — sprayed on everything from apples

to grapes - was not DDT, but lead arsenate, or "Paris Green". Women

canned food with such preservatives as formaldehyde in high concentrations.

Rad food colouring was lead enrómate - a horror of today's biochemist.

Average life expectancy was4O-45 years at the turn of the. century, and

more than 13/fc of all infants died before their first birthday. '

Grosso modo this is today the standard of living of the majority

of people in the world and particularly in developing countries. 3ut in

the West where life expectancy is now over 7^ and infant mortality less

than 1;S, the extensive research on "the possibility" that saccarin was

carcinogen led to it being banned three years ago in the States -

additional research by industry has now proven that the possibility was
17/

not proven in the case of human consumption.

It is therefore important for the public to understand what is meant

by risk, at a time when all scientific ?.dvances come under suspicion

and at a time when risk assessment is still a very new discipline. In

this regard the distinction between real and perceived risk is quite ne/.''

and of key importance for our very rudimentary understanding of what can

be considered an acceptable risk from technology.

19/
For present day critics, one can see two main explanations: '

1. One is that ths consequences of a slow—down or halt in the planning

and construction of nuclear power stations are not immediately felt, but

will show up six to ten years later. People underestimate or are unaware

of the importance of a secure energy supply for the whole economy and

part of the reason lies in the difference in the time-frame in which

scientists or engineers, as opposed to politicians must operate.

I am convinced, for instance, that advocates for a decision to stop

using artificial fertilizers, one of the greatest polluting agents of our

surroundings, would never get much support because the consequences would

be felt within a year's time and their responsibility for such a decision

would still be fresh in the public mind.

16/ Margaret N. fiaxey; Snergy Policy: 3ioethical Problems and Priorities,
American 1,'uclear Society, Connecticut, 1 February 1973.

17/ William Tucker: Of Mites and Ken, Harper's
August 1973.

13/ J.K. D/derlein: Society, Risk and Nuclear Powsr, Lecture at Kahn-
Meitner Institute, March 1973.

19/ £• Hklund, Director General, I Au*.: Statement to the XXIInd General
Conference of the ÎA"ÎA, 13 Septerrb^r 1J73.
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2. The second argument is the old association between peaceful uses

of nuclear energy and nuclear weapons.

:V

Yet, there has so.far been no case where a country went about

developing a nuclear explosive by constructing a nuclear plant. It should

be noted and made more generally known that in the 10-year period I945

to 1954, three countries developed nuclear explosives, between 1955

and 1964 another, two countries, and between I965 and 1974 one single

country. In this time span nuclear capacity in the world grew from

5 MW in 1955 to 54 000 MVf in I974 in 19 countries. Prom this alone,

one could conclude that there is no relationship between the expansion

of nuclear power and the development of nuclear explosives.

To put the phenomenon of this "debate" into its right perspective,

one should take a look at today's world. These trends result overall

from the effects of affluence, safety and welfare, for thay are evident

only in the highly-industrialized countries with market conomies.

Perhaps some new projects today are too big or too dangerous. Inno-

vators and entrepreneurs are asked not only to bear all risks, but also

an excessive burden of proof as if only they benefited from their efforts

and _:ot society also. Partly as a result oí" this increased awareness,

people novi seem to be trying to decrease many kinds of risks that our

society had been willing to accept in the past. In many cases the

dangers are hypothetical, but are taken too seriously» There are many

programmes of "risk avoidance" 'which seem to have been carried beyond

any useful benefit/cost ratio to the point where they have become counter-

productive. Thus, malpractice suits in the United States - which are

supposed to protect and reimburse patients — are now actually causing

so-called "defensive medicine" to be practised: tha quality of medical

care falls while its costs rise.

This general criticism against big industry is not confined to the

nuclear industry. A similar assault has been in progress for some years

against the food industry in the United States, although prima facie,

20/ Hernán ?Cahn, William 3rcwn and Leon Martel: The next 200 Years,
William j-îorrôw & Co., New York, 1976.
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the abundance of food in an American life is something to be marvelled

at. ' one must point out that

- little hardship is involved, when "as residents of the Geneva area"

you declare that you would like to see "raan living in harmony

with nature" arid therefore ask the French Government to take time

for reflection before continuing the construction of a fast breeder
22/

reactor at Creys-Malville.

To give a rather typical example of the thinking of certain affluent

groups

— In the US, environmentalists have stopped a loan to Indonesia

for the purchase of 2â dredges to reclaim 2.2 million acres of

tidal wetlands and mangrove forests on the coasts of Sumatra

and Borneo. The purpose would have been to grow rice and other

crops for human beings. The suit, however, was based on the

danger of siltation, destruction of fisheries and loss of

wildlife.

•/f.

The developing countries are still primarily concerned with how to

gain access to modern technologies on the best terms and how to use

technology to further their economic development and self—reliance,

because for them poverty is the worst^pollution.

While some groups in our society consider further technical develop-

ment unnecessary, very little thought is given to the means which must

be provided to maintain the standard of living in the developed countries,

not to mention what is needed to raise the standard of living in the

developing countries. Very little thought is given to the question of

how to secure food and water for a population which will probably reach
23/

.the 6OOO million level by the year 2000. '

"The developing countries of the world representing over two—thirds

of mankind are facing a critical dilemma. On the one hand, there has

21/ Llewellyn King: Nuclear Power in Crisis: The New Class Assault,
Energy Daily, Number Í35, July 14, 1973.

22/ Groupe de 3ellerive Declaration, October 1977.

23/ S. 3 d und, Director General, 1A3A: Statement to the XXIInd General
Conference of the IA3A, 13 September 1973.
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"been an inevitable ir^rease in the price of oil and ... further

escalation in prices becomes unavoidable. The industrialized countries

instead of adopting a firm policy of conservation, are increasing their

consumption and preempting the available limited reserves of reasonable

cost oil. It:is an irony rthat at the.same time, due to their domestic

political considerations they are slowing down their nuclear power

programmes which could hâve brought some relief in reducing oil consumption.

Under the circumstances when the energy-deficient developing countries,

turn towards nuclear power, they face the insurmountable hurdles created

by a deliberate and calculated policy of denial of nuclear technology

desperately needed for their further development." "'

i -.-ii-

i '•;.

i;1

Countries with centrally planned economies also continue to regard

nuclear energy as a necessary and benevolent force. The economic plan

for 1976-1930 in the USSR foresees a rate of introduction of nuclear

power ̂ stations exceeding the rate of development of electric power gener-

ation as a whole. Sy 1930, the total capacity of nuclear power stations

in operation mil be about 21 million kW and there will be a doubling

of capacity by 1935» It i-s envisaged that by 1990 the installed nuclear

capacity in the Soviet Union will have reach 90 — 100 million kW.

One of the major points.of the C0M3C01Í programme was the proposed

accelerated development of nuclear power generation in CK3A countries.

In Romania, for instance, the nuclear'power programme is being acceler

so as to provide 2OJÍ of the installed electricity by I99O. '

However, some new trends in the 03CD countries are noticeable:

1. The formation of public interest groups who take an active interest

in the solution of energy problems — for instance the "3uropean

Energy Association"j "A Power for Good" in the UK, "Nuclear Energy

Women" in the USA.

2. A reaction from the judiciary system against the continuous harassment

by anti—nuclear groups of decisions taken in accordance with

existing constitutional rules and regulations:

24/ Delegate of Pakistan to lAHAs Statement made to the XXIInd
General Conference of the I»jDA, 19 September I978.

25/ Delegate of USSR to IAEA: Statement nuide to the XXIInd General
Conference of the IAÏÎA, 19 September 1973.

26/ Interview of Romania's Minister for Energy, Znerpresse lío.2153,
11 September 1973.
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In the US8 the Supreme Court stated in April I978 that:

"the fundamental policy questions appropriately resolved in Congress

and in state legislatures are not subject to re-examination in

the Federal Courts under the guise of judicial review of agency

action, and in June 1973 it upheld the constitutionality of the

Price—Anderson Act. - * ; - -

1

In Japan; a district court in Matsuyama ruled that safety standards

at the plant were sufficient and in conformity with Japan's reactor
27/

regulatory law. '

In FRO i two months ago a court in Hamburg ruled against withholding

portions of the payment of electricity "bills, which 35^ nuclear

opponents had done, arguing on the basic right to freedom of

conscience. The court cited the fact that .ion-one can withhold

part of his taxes if he disapproves of the nation's defense budget.

Sven more recently, the administrative court of Oldenburg stated

that the limits for the release of radioactive effluents into the •

Hiver VIeser have been so strictly determined that the fears of

the plaintiffs on contamination of the groundwater are without

any foundation.

i\

) •

3. A greater effoit towards public participation in decision—making:

— The most famous example comes from the UK - The Windscale Inquiry

and Justice Parker's ruling proved that if both parties to an argument

could be brought together under an impartial authority, it should be

possible at least for the differences to be identified. The impartiality

of the Tribunal was recognised by the^ounsel for the Friends of the
28/

Earth. ' This view, however, did not survive the publication of Justice

• Parker's report, i.e. 4 months and the Friends of the Earth, in their

assessment of what they call "the Parker Inquiry" now accuse the

27/ April I978.

28/ Windscale Transcript (Day 92, Page 5IG): "V?e are grateful for the
patience and care with which the Tribunal has treated our case.
Vie accept also without limitations or hesitation the total integrity
and independence of the Tribunal from any outside influences."
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Inspector of "a marked asymmetry of judgement", of "uéing "insufferably
29/

patronising and inexcusably slipshod", and of obscuratism". '

- In New Zealand - where energy planning for the nineties is necessary,

the Government has issued a publication of "Goals and Guidelines" which

should serve as a useful background to a continuing and informed public

debate on energy matters. The criticism some aspects may arouse vail

be constructive and helpful in improving and refining the energy strategy

the Government is now in the process of developing. The Government

will welcome considered written responses to Goals and Guidelines and

will assist in the promotion and co-ordination of the public discussion

on Goals and Guidelines. The Government specifies, however, that "its

presentation for public debate does not mean that the Government will,

or should refrain from making decisions while, for 12 months or so, the

process of public, debate and response-gathering and analysis takes place.

Some decisions will certainly be required, and must be taken, in that

time. Nor does it mean that the Government will not be fully responsible

for the decisions made after the responses are received, or that it

should or must need any particular response."J '

"fer.-,:.

&VÀ

4. Government officials and regional organizations have repeatedly

supported nuclear energy in the last two years:

-' At the B3C public hearings 'it was noted that "development of

nuclear energy appears to be an ir^scapable necessity to maintain moderate

growth.'"

- The Suropean Parliament in Strasbourg approved the breedar policy

for Europe, 'and the Council of 3urope organized a colloquy on "Energy

and the Environment" in November 19771 $0 improve the quality of infor-

mation available to parliamentarians in Europe and in preparation for the

debate in the Parliarasntaiy Assembly in 1973.

29./ Friends of the Earth: The Parker Inquiry: "Anything which 3ii?L
desire to do, no matter hov; novel, technically challenging or even
purely hypothetical, is accepted by the Inspector as feasible; anything
objectors wish to do, no matter how comparatively straight forward,
is set aside as unproven or imprudent."

30/ Hon. G.F. Gair, Minister of Energy, New Zeland: ?orev:ard for- "Goals
and Guidelines".

31/ November 1977» January 197Ö.

32./ European Parliament, Document 519/¡7, 8 February 1978.
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- • The economic summit at Bonn in July 1978 concluded that "the further

development of nuclear energy is indispensable and the slippage in the

execution of nuclear programmes must be reversed."

5. The majority of polls and referenda on nuclear power appear to con-

firm this trend - in general with a 2 to 1 ratio in favour of nuclear

energy. Strangely enough, polls taken near commercial nuclear power

stations show more or less the same ratio of supporters for nuclear power.

It is significant that doubts about nuclear energy are generally

limited to sections of the affluent countries. V?ith one or two exceptionst

they are not shared by Governments, by regional organizations, by trade

unions or by the developing or socialist countries. Perhaps developing

countries and workers' organizations have a firmer sense of the true

implications of "zero growth".

Be it as it may, no Government on this earth has yet declared "zero

growth" a political-economic aim. '

6. In 02CD countries governmental reaction has manifested itself in

large-scale efforts of information,' However, the results have often been

disappointings

Official government—sponsored information campaigns have been carried out

and have been counter-productive in Sweden and Austria, to some extent

also in the Federal Republic of Germany and in Switzerland. On all these

occasions opponents used the campaign to proclaim their own credos. It

also became apparent that the "neutral citizen", for whose benefit the

operation was intended is usually not interested enough to attend the

debates. Only "concerned citizens", i.e. those who took the trouble to

label themselves as such, are reliable participants, and they are usually

the opponents — those-who'have the money, the leisure and have been given

the opportunity.

The real crux of the problem is "education", or rather the lack

thereof. The vast majority of people with whom one comes into contact

are largely ignorant about nuclear energy and education is a long-term

process. Fevi schools have environmental or energy education anong their

3 3 / F. Gieske: Wirtschaftswachstum und Energiebedarf, 1977
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c. ricula and few teachers are probably prepared to teach such a course.

A recent national inquiry in Canada, based on 2,100 individuals over

18 years of age, showed that only 56)1 were aware that nuclear stations
34/could supply electricity.

35/ ' "
Another study ' in the US found that support for nuclear p'ower

increased with the education level. On the average, there was 13)o

more support for nuclear power among thoss with the highest educational

attainment.

Education is primarily the responsibility of Government. A small

start has been nade in the United States where highschool and college

teachers were invited this summer to participate in a nation—wide

Programms of 63 energy education workshops, held under the sponsorship

of the Department of 3nergy. A similar programme exists in Karlsruhe.

All efforts of education are not run on the same lines, however:

— In the United Kingdom, the Open University has a course on "Control

of Technology"which includes nuclear power. The set book in the course

is "Nuclear Power" and is by Walter Patterson from Friends of the Earth.

The" other ,'sference books are the Sixth Report of the Royal Commission on

Environmental Pollution, "The Fissile Society" by Walter Patterson,

"Nuclear Prospects" by Michael Flood "and Robin Grove-VJhite, "Fuel's

Paradise" by Peter Chapman, and "Soft Energy Paths" by Aiaory Lovins.

The Penguin list of publications on nuclear energy does not have one

written by an expert on nuclear energy«

Education - on a wide basis and in an impartial way is needed about

energy questions in general. The same effort which has been.done on an

international basis in order to arouse a conscience of environmental

' problems should be undertaken for energy matters. The Tbilisi Declaration

taken under the auspices of U.'ffiSCO in 1977 made clear that environmental

education was to be considered a comprehensive lifelong education,

revealing the enduring continuity which links the acts of today to con-

sequences for tomorrow. This will strengthen UirSP's programma of

environmental education. '

34/ Kuolear Power and the Canadian Public, York University, I976.

35/ 3attelle Studys ."uclear Powsr and the Public: Analysis of a Collected
Study, 2attelle Memorial Institute, iioveaber 1977»
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A recent published WHO studj an "Health Implications of Kuclear

Power Production* 'favours nuclear power as compared to alternative

energy sources and also noted that the public should be kept fully

informed and that public health authorities should participate in the

dissemination of information on nuclear power.

This trend of comparative energy 'sources assessmenx is noticeable

also in governmental (Inhaber Report in Canada)^1'and institutional

studies (CEG3-AIÍA. reports). ^ J ' UNSP has launched also a project of four

panels on comparative assessment of environmental impacts of a l l energy

sources, that is Fossil Fuels, Nuclear Snergy, and Renewable Sources of

Energy.

v <

What is then the IAEA's role in the public debate? An immediate

objective is, of course, to give correct technical and factual information

about energy and nuclear energy in particular to our Member States and

the public, so that a correct perspective about the various energy sources

including their economic, safety and availability aspects can be attained.

This includes information about any safety-related incidents so as

to avoid the dissemination of facts which only too often tend to be mis-

represented. In the same way, efforts are made to offer to those

interested, the basic facts and main references on topical problems such

as today; non-proliferation, waste management, decommissioning, etc.

In reviewing this debate, one is struck by the existing gap in

communications between the parties and the public - it is very close to

a generation gap. In a certain sense, one generation has failed to

explain to the other the possibilities of the technical v/orld which it

has created and its children will live in. Where is the school programme

that informs our children about the technological innovations of the

20th century and the benefits they can derive from them in everyday life:

the advances in industry, agriculture and parasite control, communications,

36 / WHO Regional Publications, European Series No.3: Health Implications
of Nuclear Power Production - Report on a Working Group, 1977.

3 7 / H. Inhaber: Risk of Snergy Production, A3C3-1119, Ottowa, 1973.

33/ Central Electricity Generating Board: Corporation Plan, 1973.
American Medical Association: Report of the Council on Scientific
Affairs, June 1973.
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space research and its feedback applications, aedical analyses and

surgery, c Deuters, laser applications, war technology, natural

resources and energy sources including nuclear energy« Whether public

acceptance of nuclear power plants is achieved through debate or

education or both, "the energy isBue will be with us for a long tine,

because it has become social and political as well as technical* '

fv As Marie Curie said well over 50 years agos "Nothing in life is

to be feared} it is to be understood,"

39/ EPRI Journal, July/August I978.
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